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Waves Audio Online Mastering

Waves Audio, a developer of professional audio signal processing technologies and

plugins, introduces the AI-powered Waves Online Mastering service, allowing users

to get high-quality masters, quickly and easily. Waves has leveraged over 30 years

of award-winning audio technology and expertise to offer an online mastering

service that produces accurate, release-ready, custom-tailored masters for any
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uploaded track, guaranteeing exceptional sound quality. Waves Online Mastering

will get your song’s quality on par with other songs on the market, ensuring that

your tracks sound professionally mastered on any platform. This has been

accomplished by integrating Waves Neural Networks technology in an advanced AI

mastering engine, along with invaluable input from top-tier mastering engineers.

The result is a service that is unparalleled in the AI mastering space.

Acclaimed mastering engineer Piper Payne (Dolly Parton, Janis Ian, Madame Gandhi,

Corook, LeAnn Rimes), who has been part of the Waves Online Mastering

development team, comments, “I got involved with this project intending to create

a tool that would be as good as, or even better than, my own skills. We have

modeled the processes and techniques I use daily, using advanced machine

learning technology, and meticulously compared the sound to that of my own

mastering chain, until we achieved the required level of excellence. We’re very

proud to share this service with you: it provides such dependable masters, that

often even I can't distinguish between them and my own mastering. It is intuitive

and beneficial for any DIY producer/songwriter, professional mixing engineer, or

music licenser.”

Waves Online Mastering ensures high-end mastering results with maximum

musicality. Whether you’re a seasoned producer or musician, or just starting out,

you can now attain professional-sounding masters quickly and easily. You can

personalize the result using the service’s Style and Tone customization options. You

can also guide the service to your desired result, by uploading reference tracks

whose sonic characteristics you wish the service to match. High-profile producers

and engineers who have tested the service attest to its impressive results, high-end

audio quality, and user-friendly workflow:

Mixing engineer Tony Maserati (Beyoncé, Selena Gomez) says, after testing the

service, “I’m thoroughly impressed with the various levels of treatment this service

provides. From light-handed to more aggressive, there’s a setting that will help your

track sit perfectly between whatever comes before and after it in a playlist.” Mixing

engineer and producer Lu Diaz (DJ Khaled, Pitbull, Beyoncé, Jay Z) comments, "The

sound quality and ease of use are fantastic. This service makes top-notch mastering

accessible to everyone." Hip-hop producer and songwriter Knxwledge (Anderson

.Paak, NxWorries, Kendrick Lamar) adds, “Waves Online Mastering is one of the

cheat codes we've been waiting for. I’m getting high-quality masters, so fast.”

Producer/engineer Mark Ralph (Clean Bandit, Years & Years) concurs: “The sound is

impressive and accurate. This is great for a variety of genres, whether you need

your masters to be subtle or more ‘pushed.’”

Mastering is essential to ensure your audio reaches its peak quality across all

platforms, especially in today's landscape where music is consumed through a

multitude of formats and devices. For producers and musicians ready to release

their music, mastering is indispensable to achieve a professional result. Waves

Online Mastering makes high-end professional affordable and immediately

accessible to all.
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From Kendrick Lamar and Billie Eilish to Drake, Taylor Swift and Foo Fighters,

Waves’ Technical GRAMMY-winning audio technology has shaped countless hit

recordings for decades. Now, Waves brings its technology and expertise to the

world of AI-powered online mastering.

To access Waves Online Mastering, visit the website below.

www.waves.com
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